Manis has developed a valuation theory for commutative rings which extends valuation theory for fields. However his results do not extend the characterization of valuation rings as domains of maximal partial homomorphisms.
Abstract.
Manis has developed a valuation theory for commutative rings which extends valuation theory for fields. However his results do not extend the characterization of valuation rings as domains of maximal partial homomorphisms.
In this note we show that Manis' theory also generalizes this aspect of valuation theory. Next we show that an overring W of a valuation ring Vis not necessarily a valuation ring in any nice sense, but that W is contained in a valuation ring which is a large quotient ring of V.
All rings considered will be commutative and have unity element. An element will be called regular ii it is not a zero divisor and an ideal will be called regular if it contains a regular element. An overring of a ring R is a ring between R and its total quotient ring. For convenience A\B= {xEA\x£B}. 1 . Maximal partial homomorphisms and valuation pairs. If A' is a ring, then by a valuation pair of K, we mean a pair ( V, P), where F is a subring of K and P is a prime ideal of V, satisfying any of the following equivalent conditions [5, p. 193 ]:
(1) If W is a subring of K containing F and if M is a prime ideal of IF with Mr\V = P, then V= W.
(2) For all xEK\V, there exists pEP such that pxE V\P.
(3) There is a mapping v from K onto an ordered abelian group with symbol <» adjoined which satisfies v(xy) =v(x)+v(y) and v(x+y)^min{v(x), v(y)} for all x, yEK and such that V = [x E K | v(x) = 0} and P = {x E K\ »(a;) > 0}.
In [2, Theorem 1 ] the equivalent conditions which define a valuation ring of a field include a condition involving maximal partial homomorphisms.
We now establish this result for rings which allow zero divisors.
Definition.
Let K be a ring and let V be a subring of K. If h is a homomorphism from K into an algebraically closed field L with domain V, h is called a maximal partial homomorphism of K if h has no extension to a homomorphism from K into L with domain a subring of K properly containing V. This definition provides an alternative to the definition of place Because of the above result, when (F, P) is a valuation pair, we shall call F a valuation ring.
3. Overrings of valuation rings. We show that overrings of valuation rings are not necessarily valuation rings in the nice way that they are for integral domains. 
